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Setting Back the Clock on a Simple Ancestor
By Alan Jay Kaufman
When Charles Darwin came up with
his theory of evolution, he had a problem.
While he predicted that evolution was a slow
and gradual process that occurred over vast
expanses of time, the actual fossil that
scientists had found seemed to show that
virtually all the major body plans of the
animals we know today arrived fairly
simultaneously, in a narrow window of time
more than 500 million years ago.
There must have been a common
ancestor to the cornucopia of creatures that
originated in the big bang of animal evolution,
Darwin said. But after decades of searching,
scientists have yet to find hard evidence for
true animal ancestors in older rocks.
Now, molecular biologists may be
coming to Darwin's rescue. They have found a
way to read time off molecular "clocks"ticking
away in the genetic material inside cells of
animals since their primordial birth. Using
this approach, researchers are finding that the
earliest animal groups split offfrom a common
ancestor as much as half a billion years earlier
than the fossil record leads scientists to
believe. While it may not be hard fossil
evidence, the molecular data collected over the
past 20 years supports Darwin's vision by
suggesting that the tree of animal life had
much deeper roots.
"These clocks allow us to time the
points in the distant past when the most
important innovations of animal life arose,"
says Jeffrey Levinton, an evolutionary
biologist at the State University of New York
and a U.S. authority on the evolution of
animals.
A common ancestor for all animal life
has never been found in the fossil record, and
probably never will. That's because the
earliest forms of life probably had no shells or
other hard parts that could be easily
preserved. The precursors of animals with
shells that appeared explosively at the base of

the Cambrian Period--some 530 million years
ago--may have been microscopic, larval forms,
says Gregory Wray, an evolutionary biologist
also at the State University of New York. They
were likely "eency weency things living
between sand grains."
The only traces of Darwin's ancestral
animals may be the tiny tracks and burrows
left behind when worm-like creatures crawled
through mud on the sea floor in search of
food. The soft-bodied animals that made
these markings, known as trace fossils,
probably had a head and a primitive
circulatory and nervous system, as well as a
rudimentary gut, says Guy Narbonne, a
paleontologist at Queens University in
Canada.
But, like the fossil shells that appear
suddenly in the Cambrian explosion of
animals, these trace fossils don't have a long
history leading back to the time of a common
ancestor. "Even the trace fossils appear late
in the game," says Narbonne. Further back in
time, the only living things paleontologists
have been able to positively identify are
seaweeds and single-celled algae and bacteria.
The molecular search for evidence of
animal ancestors that would prove Darwin's
theory right began in 1982 when Bruce
Runnegar, a paleontologist at the University
of California at Los Angeles, decided to try to
·use a "molecular clock."
A molecular clock is a gene or protein
common in the cells of all living things, from
bacteria to plants to animals.
These
molecules change, or mutate, with clock-like
regularity, some researchers say. Over millions
of years , mutations begin to build up within
the molecular clocks of different animal
groups once they split off from a common
ancestor.
Scientists calibrate the speed of these
genetic clocks by counting the number of
mutations that have accumulated over a

known interval of time, in specific groups of
modem fish. Skeletons of the earliest fish are
well preserved in rocks that have already been
dated using other methods. Thus, by knowing
the speed of the molecular clock, researchers
need only count up the number of genetic
mutations in a wide range of animal groups
to project back to the time, before there were
fossils, when each group of animals
presumably evolved.
Using this method,
Runnegar
compared the genetic code in the hemoglobin
molecule from the blood of a selected number
of modern groups of animals. Relating the
differences between the number of hemoglobin
mutations in different groups in time,
Runnegar calculated that the major body
plans of animals emerged from a simple
ancestor some 900 million to 1 billion years
ago, almost twice the age suggested by the
fossil record.
The storehouse of genetic information
on animals has grown to the point that Wray
and Levinton, along with their colleague Leo
Shapiro, used the genetic sequences in seven
very different molecules within 16 different
groups of animals to push the primordial birth
of animals even further back in time, between
1 billion and 1.2 billion years ago. According
to the researchers, later modification of these
basic body plans, such as the evolution of
skeletons and circulatory systems, probably
occurred hundreds of millions of years later,
nearer to the Cambrian explosion.
While molecular clocks are the only
tools researchers have to date the earliest
origin of animals, some argue that the clocks
don't keep very accurate time. "Relyingon the
molecular clock is a lot like believing in the
Easter bunny," says Douglas Erwin, a
paleontologist at the Smithsonian Institution
who studies the early fossil record of animals.
Erwin is skeptical of the very old ages
indicated by the molecular clocks. "Iam very
suspicious of claims that there is a long
history of protracted animal evolution before
the Cambrian."
Some researchers suggest that the
speed of genetic mutations may accelerate at
times when animals are evolving rapidly into
different shapes and body plans. Wray admits
that the clocks "are neither extraordinarily
accurate nor extraordinarily precise," but
while "the uncertainty makes it possible that
the dates are a bit too old, they still suggest
that animal (groups) evolved long before the
Cambrian explosion."
lf the molecular sleuths are correct, it
took soft bodied animals a long time to grow
large and learn to protect themselves by
building shells around themselves. Still, the
fact that animal groups may have evolvedover
half a billion years earlier does not diminish

the importance of the big bang of animal
evolution, "it only means that the Cambrian
explosion had a longer fuse," says Andrew
Knoll, a paleontologist at Harvard University.
Knoll and his colleagues believe that
major climatic and environmental changes at
the surface of the Earth may have caused
animals to grow in size and start forming
shells. These researchers have shown that an
origin of animals between 600 million and 900
million years ago is likely, based on new
chemical evidence that suggests the amount
of oxygen in the atmosphere increased
dramatically at this time.

\

A dramatic increase in the diversity of
life on Earth occurred during the "Cambrian
explosion," which began about 530 million
years ago. The variety of creatures, and the
complexity of their body types, increased
enormously. Here are aJew examples.
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MUSEUM NEWS
It was great to see so many CMMFC members here March 2Oth-23rd participating
in the series of events celebrating the opening of our new fossil hall. I'd like to especially
thank Sandy Roberts, Mike and Kathy Ellwood, Skip and Cheryl Snelson, Bob and Pam
Platt, Marge Cleven, and Steve Noel for staffing the fossil club table, and also everyone
who took a turn in the Prep Lab during those days. Another big thanks goes to the
museum staff members and volunteers, too many to list here individually, who helped in
planning and carrying out the festivities.
We've gotten a lot of nice feedback on the exhibit's pull-out drawers, which are a
resource especially intended for fossil collectors, as well as the other components of the
new hall. As with any big new exhibit, we will be adding and adjusting over the next several
months; watch out for interactive touch-screen computers that will be installed across from
the big shark. We always welcome your comments, so please give me a call if you have any
suggestions relating to the exhibit.
Last year, during the spring and summer, there was a great deal of discussion
regarding James Earman's proposal to use a gold dredge for collecting fossils along the
bottom of the bay, just off Calvert Cliffs (the last issue of the Ecphora includes a newspaper
article relating
this project).
those
whosomissed
theofnews,
Mr. Earman's
permit
application
wastorecently
denied For
by the
state,
that type
collecting
is still off-limits.
Three quick notes (all very familiar to regular Ecphora readers). (1) We need, as
always, to stock up on beach-collected shark teeth, ray plates, and other small fossils to
seed the Discovery Room sandbox; please consider donating your extras to CMM. (2) We
are still short on shells and bones in matrix that we can use as demonstration specimens for
the Prep Lab; please be sure that you collect the specimens legally and safely! And (3) we
could still use a few more volunteers to help out in the exhibit's Prep Lab---a great way to
get involved at CMM and sharpen your fossil prep skills at the same time.
Finally, I'd like to take this opportunity to make a personal announcement. I
recently accepted a research and teaching position as a faculty member at Michigan State
University, starting in mid-August, so I will be leaving CMM and Maryland in a couple of
months. It has been a privilege to be here, and I owe a great debt of gratitude to all the
CMMFC members who have volunteered, donated specimens, helped run the club, and
generally done so much to support the museum. I'm looking forward to the challenge
ahead, but I will certainly miss the friendship and camaraderie of CMM and the club. I
know that whoever comes on as the new paleontologist at CMM will look to the club for
help, and so I encourage all of you to become actively involved in your museum.
THANKS AGAIN, and happy hunting!
Mike Gottfried, CMM

PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

I would like to thank Connie and Larry Smith, for once again allowing us to hold
our Spring meeting at their Matoaka Cottages.
Everyone enjoyed the day and we
appreciate their hospitality.
We held the election of the officers and it was of no
surprise, that with the exception of the Field Trip Coordinator and the Ecphora Editor, all
of the officers were reelected to another term in their present office. This year's officers
are as follows:
PRESIDENT- Al Snelson
VICE PRESIDENT- Herb Ermler
SECRETARY- Barb Ermler
TREASURER/MEMBERSHIP
COORDINATOR- Cheryl Snelson
FIELDTRIP COORDINATOR- Kathy Haberny
ECPHORAEDITOR- This office is vacant, if interested, please contact the president
through the club's PO Box.
I want to stop for a moment and thank Kathy Haberny for taking on the office of
Field Trip Coordinator. At the same time I would like to thank Mike McCloskey for his
contributions to this position for the past two years ensuring us an assortment of
interesting field trips. Kathy is taking the job very seriously and has jumped right in
with scheduling trips and coming up with some great ideas.

This brings me to a very important topic of discussion. Recently, the Director of
the Calvert Marine Museum, Doug Alves, and I discussed the policies pertaining to the
museum's clubs. He emphasized that FORAN INDMDUAL TO HOLDA MEMBERSHIPIN ANY
OFTHEMUSEUM'SCLUBS,THAT PERSONMUST BEAFFILIATEDWITH THE CALVERTMARINE
MUSEUM SOCIETY. Also, in order for a club to hold meetings, go on field trips or
participate in sponsored museum events, a club member who is a member of the
museum's volunteer council must be present to serve as a leader of the event. These
measures are necessary to allow the museum to provide it's leaders with liability
insurance. The subject of liability has been an ongoing concern for our club and I am
very pleased to see that Doug has taken action to address the situation.
Kathy Haberny will be taking the volunteer council's one day orientation class in
June. Once Kathy has taken the class, she will have the qualifications required to lead a
field trip. This is an enjoyable half day class and you will be amazed at the additional
training and opportunities the museum has to offer it's volunteers.
Unfortunately, at
this moment, there are only a few of our fossil club members who serve on the council.
If anyone is interested in becoming a leader and joining the volunteer council, contact
Leslie Brown (Volunteer Coordinator) at CMM or me through the club's P.O. Box.
The highlight of the meeting was when we honored Mike Ellwood, making him a
UFE MEMBERof the fossil club. Mike has always been an active member of our club and
has recently held the office of president.
He has spent numerous hours at the club's
exhibit table and visiting local schools sharing his knowledge of fossilS. Mike teamed up
with Sandy Roberts to publish a booklet entitled FOSSILFACTS. The proceeds of their
booklet has earned the club in excess of $900.00. Thank you Mike for all you have done.
Sometime in August Mike Gottfried will be leaving the Calvert Marine Museum to
accept a new position in Michigan. Make plans to come to CMM for SHARKFFST
/SUMMER
MEETING and behold what might be the last chance to see the great master at work,
slicing and dicing his way through a creature from the murky depths.
The deadline for sending articles to the club's P.O. Box for the Summer Ecphora will
be August 1st.

AI Snelson

TREASURERIMEMBERSHIP REPORT

Presently we have a balance of $2350.53 in our treasury. We earned $50.00
selling FOSSIL FACTSbooklets during the four day opening ceremonies of the new
CMM exhibit "Treasure From The Cliffs". A big "Thank You" goes out to Samuel
Shafer for his recent donation.
There are 116 active memberships to date, 13 of which are life members.
Congratulations to Mike Ellwood for entering the ranks of life members through
his hard work and dedication to CMMFC. Welcome, to all new members. We have
11 new memberships so far this year; they are: Dana Atkinson, Norman and
Eleanor Prince, William Stulpin, Lisa Sokol, Christine Mitchell, Pierce and Cindy
Archer, George Arndt, Jr., Michael and Michelle Huff, Suzanne and Patrick Hye,
Michelle and Vicki O'Hara, and Scott and Peggy Thropp III.
**********

NOTICE

**********

Anyone who did not receive the last ECPHORA,Winter 1997 Vol. 13 No.!, Whole
No. 43 or their membership cards which were enclosed, please contact Cheryl
Snelson at P.O. Box 321, Sykesville, MD 21784. It seems that the postal service
had fun shredding our newsletter.
Cheryl A Snelson

101 E. Stano1ind Road
Hobbs, NM 88240
January 29, 1997

Calvart Marine Museum
Po Box 97
Solomons, MD
20755
Dear

Fossil club

Sir:

My name is Mario Ramirez, and I am an eighth grade student
at Heizer Junior High in Hobbs, New Mexico. As a~ earth
science class project, we are trying to obtain various types
of rock samples for us to study. Could your rock club send
samples to the above address for our class? Thank you for
your help.
Sincerely,

Mario

Ramirez

A MESSAGE FROM THE FIELD TRIP COORDINATOR
Kathy Habemy
Greetings CMMFC members. As the new field trip coordinator
'elect', I first want to thank everyone for their votes and support. Also,
my husband Tom should be recognized right away for all of his help with
our recent trips, and for his continuing support in our future expeditions.
He shoulders most of the load (excuse the pun) by serving as heavy
equiptment carrier, head map maker, direction finder, driver, etc. Tom
and I will be attending the volunteer council orientation session at the
museum in early June and after that I'll be eligible to serve as coordinator.
As we begin the new term, this is probably a good time to reprint the
field trip rules that have been stated in previous issues of the Ecphora (see
Volume 8, No.4, Winter 1992-1993, p. 7).
NOTE: All CMM fossil club field trips are limited. You must call in at date & time
indicated--NOT BEFORE. You may only call in for yourself and family members~
"family membership" extends to the spouse and children of a paying member. A
single member may call in for one other fossil club member. All other friends &
family must be pa)'ing members and call in separately.

Only current members of

both fossil club and CMM can go on trips.

I want to add that if there's a cancellation, please try to notify the trip
coordinator as soon as possible, so that those on the waiting list can be
notified. And finally, to be considered a participant on the field trips,
members must meet at the designated meeting place and time.
It really will be difficult to live up to the wonderful job that Mike
McCloskey has done for the past several years, but we're going to do our
best. We look forward to arranging some interesting and exciting fossil
collecting and museum trips for this Fall. We are working on plans for
several site visits that were cancelled for adverse weather in the past, and
for trips to some new sites as well as some of our favorite f~miliar ones.
Always remember that suggestions for new collecting sites that you may
know about, and offers to lead a trip, are both welcome and encouraged.
Please feel free to call us at 410-360-1504.
Happy Hunting!
Kathy

UPCOMINGEVENTS
Field Trip
June 21, Saturday. Camp Roosevelt. Collecting at this site is from the
Miocene Lower Calvert Formation which produces such teeth as: Notorhynchus
(multi-cusped cow shark teeth), Rhincodon (whale shark), Squatina (angel shark),
Carcharodon and the occasional Squalodon. Camp Roosevelt is located on the
western shore of the Chesapeake Bay, south of Chesapeake Beach. Limit 15. For
meeting place and time call Kathy Haberny (410-360-1504), June 16 & 17 between
7-9 p.m. only!
Meeting/ CMMEvent
July 19, Saturday. Combined Summer Meeting/Sharkfest at Calvert
Marine Museum. Museum hours 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM. Come enjoy Sharkfest
events which will include shark dissections (learn shark anatomy from Mike
Gottfried), shark videos and, for children, shark related crafts and games. Fossil
Club Meeting 2:30. Gather at information desk for directions to meeting room.
Please do not bring food, drinks or fossil displays this time! Specimens to be
identified are always welcome.

Reprinted from The Washington Post March 3, 1997.

Paleontology: A Rare Fossilized Shark Skull
,.

..•.
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. sedimentation
that preserves ~rays
a
specimen often;flattens
itinto a puzzle
of bone fragments. Fossil work is even
more difficult with sharks, whose
skeleton is made of tough cartilage
covered with tiny pieces of calcium "like
a Roman mosaic," explains]ohn
G.
Maisey of the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. That
structure rarely holds up over time.
So it was cause for celebration when
Maisey'and Colleagues found an ~ .
almost-eOinplete Skull of anextmct 110
million-year-old shark, Tribodus. in Brazil.
What's more, the pi~sw~re
preserved in
all of theirthr~oral
gloI)';not
squashed or dis~
and could be
.~~~:si2.~,,·,

reconstructed after the painstaking work of
. scraping away the mineral concretion that
encased it. "It's a pretty$pectacular piece,
scientifically speaking," Maisey says.
The specimen "told us some interesting
things that we didn't know before," Says
Maisey, who reports his find in the Feb. 27
Nature. The shark, from the now~xtinct .
family of hylxxlonts, proved remarkably
. Inodem upon examination: lts upper and
lower jaw were loosely bound to its skull; il .
mobile arrangement that would have allowed
, it to project its jaws somewhat as it prepirred .
to chomp. Also, its teeth were not pointed
but flat, like those' found in some of today's
rays, and could have been used to crush the. .
shells of cIams andother armored seafood.
"It's a pretty weird thing," Maisey concludes.

..

.~~,

-John Schwartz

Minutes of the Spring Meeting 1997
The meeting held at Matoaka Cottages began at 6:00 PM and was called to
order by the President. Each member introduced themselves and we thanked
Connie and Larry Smith for inviting us.
Field Trip Coordinator - Mike McCloskey talked about the recent field trips
to the Willows and the Virginia Solite Quarry. Discussion of upcoming trips.
Reports are coming in from Lee Creek that the hunting area is very small and not
very productive. Mine owners are getting very strict and may require that everyone
entering the mine be in good health. The entire club could be banned from the
mine if a member becomes ill. Security personnel would be happy if the mine was
closed to fossil hunters.
Lengthy discussion of liability insurance
President's Report.

and museum rules.

See the

Treasurer /Membership - Cheryl Snelson gave her report stating that we have
$2165.53 in our account and have 110 members and 13 life members.
CMM - Mike Gottfried invited everyone to come to the museum to see the
new exhibits. Need volunteers for preplab. Reminded us that museum volunteers
receive an extra 10% discount in the museum1s gift shop. Preplab volunteers will
be treated to a special field trip to Calvert Cliffs. Museum needs fossil donations
(shark teeth etc.) for the Discovery Room. Feathered dinosaur found in China see Washington Post article Saturday, April 26, 1997.
Smithsonian - Dave Bohaska told us that the museum will offer an amber
exhibit starting June 6, 1997. There will be a $3.00 fee with every other Tuesday
free. The Lee Creek books volumes 1 and 2 are sold out. Volumes 3 and 4
(Vertebrates) are in the process of being printed.
The business meeting was adjourned. In attendance were: Dave Bohaska,
Mike and Beth Ellwood, David Ensign, Herb Ermler, Bob and Hallie Ertman, Mike
Gottfried, Kathy and Tom Haberny, Henry Hays, Hammon Hobbs, John
Kirkpatrick, Mike McCloskey, Don and Scott Patterson, Pam and Bob Platt, Donna
Richardson, Sandy Roberts, Cheryl and AI Snelson, Flo and Bernie Strean, Gayle
and Mickey Wichers, and Eric Woody.
Flo Strean

Reprinted from The Recorder April 9, 1997
Fossil Dredging Permit Denied By Corps

By Rob Terry
A Huntingtown fossil enthusiast's plans to dredge the Chesapeake Bay off the coast of
Calvert County for Miocene-era fossils and other undeIWater treasures have been scuttled by federal
authorities.
"Since the Maryland Department of the Environment has denied water quality certification
for this proposed project, further processing ofyour application has been suspended," wrote Linda A.
Morrison, chief of the Army Corps of Engineers' regulatory branch, to James Earman of South Cabin
Drive in Huntingtown.
Messages to Earman's residence were not returned. He indicated he would reapply for
dredging permits, according to news reports.
Earman, a collector who also runs a side business specializing in buying, selling and trading
fossils, first encountered resistance last May when public notice was sent out on his application.
Scientists, environmentalists, citizens and the Calvert County commissioners sent letters of
protest to the corps, prompting questions about nature, water quality and commerce.
Earman planned to use a machine called a gold dredge, a 3-5 horsepower engine hooked to a
tube that vacuums debris from the bay's floor, where many ofthe fossils and shark teeth are found.
Earman said much of the criticism was merely misunderstanding of the word "dredge;" he described
the work as "small-scale" vacuuming.
Several local stewards of the bay applauded the decision to deny the permit.
Kent Mountford, an ecologist with the Environmental Protection Agency who lives on St.
Leonard Creek, was not familiar with Earman's project so he didn't want to address it specifically,
but he did say: "Anytimepeople come in with a machine you've got to be careful, it's not a kitchen
strainer or something. "
Peter Vogt, a Scientists Cliffsresident with a background in oceanography, marine geoscience
and the geology of the Chesapeake Bay, worried about the potential implications of this type of
project.
"Fossil collecting is like stamp collecting, there's a market there," Vogt said, "There's a terrific
appetite for fossils...it could potentially become a commercial enterprise."
Vogt said he has taken groups along the bay's shore to teach them about the water's geology.
He recalled the look of de~ht on children's faces when they would find a shark tooth washed up on
the beach.
"I'd like (fossil collecting) to remain a low-level, kind of non-disturbing activity," Vogt said.
"I'dlike to keep this open for private and educational, recreation use."

***********************

If you would like to submit an article to be included in the Ecphora please send it
by August 1,1997 to:
Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club
P.O. Box 321
Sykesville, MD 21784
The Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club (CMMFC)is a non-profit organization. The Ecphora is the
quarterly newsletter published by the CMMFC. The purpose of this newsletter is to provide better
communication and to share information that may be of interest to the members of CMMFC.Articles
which appear in the Ecphora are unedited and are published as submitted. Unless otherwise
stated, articles published in the Ecphora are the views and opinions of the individual authors and
do not necessarily reflect the views or the responsibility of the Calvert Marine Museum or the
CMMFC.
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Reprinted from The Prince George's Journal April 18, 1997.

Researchers find fossils,
of first tree-swinging ape';
earlier than anybody thought they
would be able to pick up traces ofwhat
WASHINGTON - The first apes we see today."
.
And Richard Potts of the SJIlithSo;;
that could reach up and swing from
branches made their appearance inAf- nian's National Museum of Natural
rica more than 20 million years ago, History said the paper fills a major gap
much earlier than previously thought,
in knowledge about early apes. He said
scientists reported yesterday.
scientists have wondered why they had
, It was a distant relative of today's not previously found signs of arm
swinging in apes during that time
aP.=JSand humans, able to climb after
food. while the competition was still span.
, .
sCrirmblingabout on all fours, thescienOne thing that shoulder mobility .
tists contend in the journal Science.
would have done, researcher MacLatThe 90- to llO-pound animal was the chy said, was allow the animal to distribute its body weight over different
earliest to develop shoulders that
branches, so it could find food in trees
would allow it to swing from branches,
though it probably moved on all fours unavailable to animals that had to
when on the ground, the team of scien- walk atop a single branch.
.
tistssaid.
Other apelike animals of the time
MorotopitheeUs, named for the Mo- would have been walking around on all
roto area of Uganda where the fussils fours. "If they were in the trees they
were found, was closelyrelated to mod- would have been walking on branches,
they wouldn't have beenhangingbelow
ern apes and humans.
, "!fit wasn't the ancestor, then proba- branches," she said.
The technical name of the' newly' .
bly the ancestor was something very
like it," said Laura MacLatchy of the found animal is Morotopithecusbisho- ' ;
State University of New York at Stony p~ for w.w. Bishop, who first discov-'
ered some of the fossils more than 30
Brook, a member ofthe research team.
years
ago.
,
There were other animals with genIn 1994-95, the researchers revisited., i
erlli.lyapelike development at the same
tinle, "but they were really different in the area, uncovering new fosSils that"
led them to the conclusion that they ,
the way they looked and the way they
moved around," MacLatchy said in a had found a new type ofprimitWeape:' :::
telephone interview.
'The Moroto site has aiwayS beEman'·-,',
"Youdon't see anythingelse like it for interesting question mark," Potts sailL. "
another 10million years," she said. "We "Moroto always stuck in everyone's, - .1
craw as to what really was there. So1t's' ':I
were very excited when we found the
shoUlder bone- ittold us it would have very important that they have gone ,;
back there .,. and the idea that they
had a lot ofshoulder mobility."
Owen Lovejoy of Rent State Univer- have found other parts ofthe body that
show modern ape adaptations iskind of
sity, the anatomist who restored parts
.
.
of the famed Lucy fussil from Africa, neat."
.
Neither
Tatersa:il,
Lovejoy
nor
Potts
said the find provides important information. He was wary ofcallingit a com- was part ofthe research team.
The team that prepared the paper ,!
mon ancestor of apes and humans,
"I put the last common ancestor at was led by Daniel L. Gebo of Northern .
illinois University. Besides MacLatabout 9 [million years ago] and most
chy, other members included Robert
people put it more recent than that," he
said. The new fu:lsilswere dated at 20.6 Kityo ofMakerere University, Kampala, Uganda; Alan Deino of Berkeley,
million years ago.
Calif, Geochronology Center; John
'This is rertainly the oldest material
. .. that shows characteristics of the Kingston ofYale University; and David
body skeleton that resemble those of Pilbeam ofHarvard University.
Science is the weekly journal of the
living apes
and American
humans," said
Ian Tatersall
of the
Museum
of AmericanAssociationfortheAdvance.
Natural History in New York. 'This is ment ofScience.
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
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